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ABSTRACT: FEMU is a software (QEMU-based) flash emulator for fostering future full-stack software/hardware SSD research. FEMU is cheap (open-sourced), relatively accurate (0.5-38% variance as a drop-in replacement of OpenChannel SSD), scalable (can support 32 parallel channels/chips), and extensible (support internal-only and split-level SSD research).

1 Introduction

Cheap and extensible research platforms are a key ingredient in fostering wide-spread SSD research. SSD simulators such as DiskSim’s SSD model [9], FlashSim [13] and SSDSim [16], despite their popularity, only support internal-SSD research but not kernel-level extensions. On the other hand, hardware research platforms such as FPGA boards [28, 34, 46], OpenSSD [7], or OpenChannel SSD [11], support full-stack software/hardware research but their high costs (thousands of dollars per device) impair large-scale SSD research.

This leaves software-based emulator such as QEMU-based VSSIM [45], FlashEm [47], and LightNVM’s QEMU [6], as the cheap alternative platform. Unfortunately, the state of existing emulators is bleak; they are either outdated, non-scalable, or not open-sourced.

We argue that it is a critical time for storage research community to have a new software-based emulator (more in §2). To this end, we present FEMU, a QEMU-based flash emulator, with the following four “CASE” benefits.

First, FEMU is cheap ($0) as it will be an open-sourced software. FEMU has been successfully used in several projects, some of which appeared in top-tier OS and storage conferences [14, 43]. We hope FEMU will be useful to broader communities.

Second, FEMU is (relatively) accurate. For example, FEMU can be used as a drop-in replacement for OpenChannel SSD; thus, future research that extends LightNVM [11] can be performed on top of FEMU with relatively accurate results (e.g., 0.5-38% variance in our tests). With FEMU, prototyping SSD-related kernel changes can be done without a real device.

Third, FEMU is scalable. As we optimized the QEMU stack with various techniques, such as exitless interrupt and skipping QEMU AIO components, FEMU can scale to 32 IO threads and still achieve a low latency (as low as 52µs under a 2.3GHz CPU). As a result, FEMU can accurately emulate 32 parallel channels/chips, without unintended queueing delays.

Finally, FEMU is extensible. Being a QEMU-based emulator, FEMU can support internal-SSD research (only FEMU layer modification), kernel-only research such as software-defined flash (only Guest OS modification on top of unmodified FEMU), and split-level research (both Guest OS and FEMU modifications). FEMU also provides many new features not existent in other emulators, such as OpenChannel and multi-device/RAID support, extensible interfaces via NVMe commands, and page-level latency variability.

2 Extended Motivation

2.1 The State of SSD Research Platforms:
We reviewed 391 papers in more than 30 major systems and storage conferences and journals published in the last 10 years, and categorized them as follows:

1. What was the scale of the research? [I]: single SSD; [R]: RAID of SSDs (flash array); or [D]: distributed/multi-node SSDs.
2. What was the platform being used? [C]: commodity SSDs; [E]: software SSD emulators (VSSIM [45] or FlashEm [47]); [H]: hardware platforms (FPGA boards, OpenSSD [7], or OpenChannel SSD [6]); or [S]: trace-based simulators (DiskSim+SSD [9] or FlashSim [13] and SSDSim [16]).
3. What layer was modified? [A]: application layer; [K]: OS kernel; [L]: low-level SSD controller logic.

Note that some papers can fall into two sub-categories (e.g., modify both the kernel and the SSD logic). Figure 1 shows the sorted order of the combined categories. For example, the most popular category is 1-S-L, where 195 papers target only single SSD (1), use simulator (S), and modify the low-level SSD controller logic (L). However, simulators do not support running applications and operating systems.

2.2 The Lack of Large-Scale SSD Research:
Our first motivation is the lack of papers in the distributed SSDs category (D,...), for example, for investigating the impact of SSD-related changes to distributed computing and graph frameworks. One plausible reason is the cost of managing hardware (procurement, installation, maintenance, etc.). The top-8 categories in Figure 1, a total of 324 papers (83%), target single SSD (1-...), and modify the SSD controller logic (L). The next D category is D-C-A (as highlighted in the figure), where only 9 papers use commodity SSDs (C) and modify the application layer (A). The next D category is D-H-L, where hardware platforms (H) are used for modifying the SSD controller logic (L). Unfortunately, most of the 6 papers in this category are from large companies with large research budget (e.g., FPGA usage in Baidu [28] and Tencent [46]). Other hardware platforms such as OpenSSD [7] and OpenChannel SSD [6] also cost thousands of dollars each, impairing multi-node non-simulation research, especially in academia.

2.3 The Rise of Software-Defined Flash: Today, research on host-managed (aka. “software-defined” or “user-programmable”) flash is growing [25, 28, 34, 35, 41, 46]. However, such research is mostly done on top of expensive and hard-to-program FPGA platforms. Recently, a more affordable and simpler platform is available, OpenChannel SSD [6], managed by Linux-based LightNVM [11]. Before its inception (2015), there were only 24 papers that performed kernel-only changes, since then, 11 papers have been published, showing the success of OpenChannel SSD.

However, there remains several issues. First, not all academic communities have budget to purchase such devices. Even if they do, while prototyping the kernel/application, it is preferable not to write too much to and wear out the device. Thus, replacing OpenChannel SSD (during kernel prototyping) with a software-based emulator is desirable.

2.4 The Rise of Split-Level Architecture: While most existing research modify a single layer (application/kernel/SSD), some recent works show the benefits of “split-level” architecture [8, 19, 24, 38, 42], wherein some functionalities move up to the OS kernel (K) and some other move down to the SSD firmware (L) [18, 31, 36]. So far, we found only 40 papers in split-level K+L category (i.e., modify both the kernel and SSD logic layers), mostly done by companies with access to SSD controllers [19] or academic researchers with Linux+OpenSSD [21, 32] or with block-level emulators (e.g., Linux+FlashEm) [29, 47]. OpenSSD with its single-threaded, single-CPU, whole-blocking GC architecture also has many known major limitations [43]. FlashEm also has limitations as we elaborate more below. Note that the kernel-level LightNVM is not a suitable platform for split-level research (i.e., support K, but not L). This is because its SSD layer (i.e., OpenChannel SSD) is not modifiable; the white-box part of OpenChannel SSD is the exposure of its internal channels and chips to be managed by software (Linux LightNVM), but the OpenChannel firmware logic itself is a black-box part.
cannot simply time the multi-threaded applications (due to IDE poor scalability) at the user level.

Despite these limitations, we (and the community) are greatly indebted to VSSIM authors as VSSIM provides a base design for future QEMU-based SSD emulators. As five years have passed, it is time to build a new emulator to keep up with the technology trends.

3  FEMU

We now present FEMU design and implementation. FEMU is implemented in QEMU v2.9 in 3929 LOC and acts as a virtual block device to the Guest OS. A typical software/hardware stack for SSD research is {Application+Host OS+SSD device}. With FEMU, the stack is {Application+Guest OS+FEMU}. The LOC above excludes base OC extension structures from Light-NVM’s QEMU and FTL framework from VSSIM.

Due to space constraints, we omit the details of how FEMU works inside QEMU (e.g., FEMU’s FTL and GC management, IO queues), as they are similarly described in VSSIM paper [45, Section 3]. We put them in FEMU release document [1]. In the rest of the paper, we focus on the main challenges of designing FEMU: achieving scalability (§3.1) and accuracy (§3.2) and increasing usability and extensibility (§3.3).

Note that all latencies reported here are user-perceived (application-level) latencies on memory-backed virtual storage and 24 dual-thread (2x) CPU cores running at 2.3GHz. According to our experiments, the average latency is inversely proportional to CPU frequency, for example, QEMU NVMe latency under 1 IO thread is 35µs on a 2.3GHz CPU and 23µs on a 4.0GHz CPU.

3.1  Scalability

Scalability is an important property of a flash emulator, especially with high internal parallelism of modern SSDs. Unfortunately, stock QEMU exhibits a scalability limitation. For example, as shown in Figure 2a, with QEMU NVMe (although it is more scalable than IDE), more IO threads still increases the average IO latency (e.g., with 8 IO threads, the average IO latency already reaches 106µs). This is highly undesirable because typical read latency of modern SSDs can be below 100µs.

More scalable alternatives to NVMe are virtio and dataplane (dp) interfaces [3, 30] (virtio/dp vs. NVMe lines in Figure 2a). However, these interfaces are not as extensible as NVMe (which is more popular). Nevertheless, virtio and dp are also not scalable enough to emulate low flash latencies. For example, at 32 IO threads, their IO latencies already reach 185µs and 126µs, respectively.

Problems: Collectively, all of the scalability bottlenecks above are due to two reasons: (1) QEMU uses a traditional trap-and-emulate method to emulate IOs. The Guest OS’ NVMe driver “rings the doorbell” to the device (QEMU in our case) that some IOs are in the device queue. This “doorbell” is an MMIO operation (application-level) latencies on memory-backed virtual storage and 24 dual-thread (2x) CPU cores running at 2.3GHz. According to our experiments, the average latency is inversely proportional to CPU frequency, for example, QEMU NVMe latency under 1 IO thread is 35µs on a 2.3GHz CPU and 23µs on a 4.0GHz CPU.

FEMU can still work without the changes in the Guest OS as we report later. This optimization can be treated as an optional feature, but the 1 LOC modification is extremely simple to make in many different kernels.

2. We do not use virtual image file (in order to skip the AIO subcomponent). Rather, we create our own RAM-backed storage in QEMU’s heap space (with configurable size malloc()). We then modify QEMU’s DMA emulation logic to transfer data from/to our heap-

Figure 2:  QEMU Scalability. The figure shows the scalability of QEMU’s IDE, NVMe, virtio, and dataplane (dp) interface implementations, as well as FEMU. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent IO threads running at the user level. Each thread performs random 4KB read IOs. The y-axis shows the user-perceived average IO latency. For Figure (a), the IDE and NVMe lines representing VSSIM and LightNVM’s QEMU respectively are discussed in §2.5; virtio, dp, and FEMU lines in §3.1. For Figure (b), the “+50µs (Adv)” line is discussed in §3.2.1; the “+50µs (Adv)” line in “Result 3” part of §3.2.3.
backed storage, transparent to the Guest OS (i.e., the Guest OS is not aware of this change).

**Results:** The bold FEMU line in Figure 2a shows the scalability achieved. In between 3-12 IO threads, FEMU can keep IO latency stable in less than 52µs, and even below 90µs at 64 IO threads. If the single-line Guest-os optimization is not applied (the removal of VM-exit), the average latency is 189µs and 264µs for 32 and 64 threads, respectively (not shown in the graph). Thus, we recommend applying the single-line change in the Guest OS to remove expensive VM exits.

The remaining scalability bottleneck now only comes from QEMU’s single-thread “event loop” [4, 15], which performs the main IO routine such as dequeuing the device queue, triggering DMA emulations, and sending end-IO completions to the Guest OS. Recent works addressed these limitations (with major changes) [10, 23], but have not been streamlined into QEMU’s main distribution. We will explore the possibility of integrating other solutions in future development of FEMU.

### 3.2 Accuracy

We now discuss the accuracy challenges. We first describe our delay mechanism (§3.2.1), followed by our basic and advanced delay models (§3.2.2-3.2.3).

#### 3.2.1 Delay Emulation

When an IO arrives, FEMU will issue the DMA read/write command, then label the IO with an emulated completion time \( T_{endio} \) and add the IO to our “end-io queue,” sorted based on IO completion time. FEMU dedicates an “end-io thread” that continuously takes an IO from the head of the queue and sends an end-io interrupt to the Guest OS, once the IO’s emulated completion time has passed current time \( T_{endio} > T_{now} \).

The “+50µs (Raw)” line in Figure 2b shows a simple (and stable) result where we add a delay of 50µs to every IO \( T_{endio} = T_{entry} + 50\mu s \). Note that the end-to-end IO time is more than 50µs because of the Guest OS overhead (roughly 20µs). Important to say that FEMU also does not introduce severe latency tail. In the experiment above, 99% of all the IOs are stable at 70µs. Only 0.01% (99.99th percentile) of the IOs exhibit latency tail of more than 105µs, which already exists in stock QEMU. For example, in VSSIM, the 99th-percentile latency is already over 150µs.

#### 3.2.2 Basic Delay Model

The challenge now is to compute the end-io time \( T_{endio} \) for every IO accurately. We begin with a basic delay model by marking every plane and channel with their next free time \( T_{free} \). For example, if a page write arrives to currently-free channel #1 and plane #2, then we will advance the channel’s next free time \( T_{free} \) and will pass the new value to the next IO on the plane.

#### 3.2.3 Advanced “OC” Delay Model

While the model above is sufficient for basic comparative research (e.g., comparing different FTL/GC schemes), some researchers might want to emulate the detailed intricacies of modern hardware. Below, we show how we extend our model and achieve a more accurate delay emulation of OpenChannel SSD (“OC” for short). The OC’s NAND hardware has the following intricacies. First, OC uses double-register planes; every plane is built with two registers (data+cache registers), hence a NAND page read/write in a plane can overlap with a data transfer via the channel to the plane (i.e., more parallelism). Figure 3 contrasts the single- vs. double-register models where the completion time of the second IO to page P2 is faster in the double-register model.
Figure 4: **OpenChannel SSD (OC) vs. FEMU.** $X$: # of channels, $Y$: # of planes per channel. The figures are described in the “Result 1” segment of Section 3.2.3.

Second, OC uses a non-uniform page latency model; that is, pages that are mapped to upper bits of MLC cells (“upper” pages) incur higher latencies than those mapped to lower bits (“lower” pages); for example 48/64µs for lower/upper-page read and 900/2400µs for lower/upper-page write. Making it more complex, the 512 pages in each NAND block are not mapped in a uniformly interleaving manner as in “luLuLuLuLu . . . ”, but rather in a specific way, “LLLLLLuLuLuLuLu . . . ”, where pages #0-6 and #8-9 are mapped to lower pages, pages #7 and #10 to upper pages, and the rest (“ . . . ”) have a repeating pattern of “LuLu”.

**Results:** By incorporating this detailed model, FEMU can act as an accurate drop-in replacement of OC, which we demonstrate with the following results.

**Result 1:** Figure 4 compares the IO latencies on OC vs. FEMU. The workload is 16 IO threads performing random reads uniformly spread throughout the storage space. We map the storage space to different configurations. For example, $x=1$ and $y=1$ implies that OC and FEMU are configured with only 1 channel and 1 plane/channel, thus as a result, the average latency is high ($>1550\mu$s) as all the 16 concurrent reads are contending for the same plane and channel. The result for $x=16$ and $y=1$ implies that we use 16 channels with 1 plane/channel (total of 16 planes). Here, the concurrent reads are absorbed in parallel by all the planes and channels, hence a faster average read latency ($<130\mu$s). Overall, Figures 4a and 4b exhibit a highly similar pattern, showing the success of our queuing delay emulation. The latency difference (error) is only between 0.8-11.6%; $Error=(Lat_{femu}−Lat_{oc})/Lat_{oc}$.

**Result 2:** Figure 5a shows the results from running several macrobenchmarks with six filebench personalities, with 16 IO threads of concurrent reads/writes on 16 planes across 4 channels. The figure only shows the latency difference ($Error$) which contrasts the accuracy of our basic and advanced delay models. With the basic model, the resulting latencies are highly inaccurate (12-57%), but with the advanced model, the error drops to only 0.5-38%, which are 1.5-40× more accurate across the six benchmarks.

We believe that these errors are reasonable as we deal with delay emulation of tens of $\mu$s granularity. We leave further optimization for future work; we might have missed other OC intricacies that should be incorporated into our advanced model (as explained at the end of §2.4, OC only exposes channels and chips, but other details are not exposed by the vendor). Nevertheless, we investigate further the residual errors, as shown in Figure 5b. Here, we use the varmail personality but vary the IO threads [T] and planes [P]. For example, in the 16 threads on 16 planes configuration ($x=16T16P$ in Figure 5b, which is the same configuration used in experiments in Figure 5a), the error is 38%. However, the error decreases in less complex configurations (e.g., 0.7% error with single thread on single plane). Thus, higher errors come from more complex configurations (e.g., more IO threads and more planes), which we explain next.

**Result 3:** We find that using an advanced model requires more CPU computation, and this compute overhead will backlog with higher thread count. To show this, Figure 5b compares the simple +50µs delay emulation in our raw implementation (§3.2.1) vs. advanced model. Here, both cases simply add +50µs, but the advanced model must traverse many if–else statements (to check register, plane, and channel next free time), hence the compute overhead. Further scalability optimizations, as discussed at the end of §3.1 can help.

3.3 Usability and Extensibility

Being a software-based emulation platform, FEMU can be extended in many different ways. We now describe existing features/usabilities of FEMU, briefly showcase successful extensions used in our recent work [14, 43] as well as possible future work that FEMU features enable.

![Figure 5: **Filebench on OpenChannel SSD (OC) vs. FEMU.** The figures are described in the “Result 2” segment of Section 3.2.3. The y-axis shows the latency difference (error) of the benchmark results on OC vs. FEMU ($Error=(Lat_{femu}−Lat_{oc})/Lat_{oc}$). D-Reg and S-Reg represent the advanced and basic model respectively. The two bars with bold edge in Figures (a) and (b) are the same experiment and configuration (varmail with 16 threads on 16 planes).](image)
FTL and GC schemes: In default mode, our FTL employs a dynamic mapping and a channel-blocking GC as used in other simulators [9, 16]. One of our projects uses FEMU to compare different GC schemes: controller, channel, and plane blocking [43]. In controller-blocking GC, a GC operation “locks down” the controller, preventing any foreground I/Os to be served (as in OpenSSD [7]). In channel-blocking GC, only channels involved in GC page movement are blocked (as in SSDSim [16]). In plane-blocking GC, the most efficient one, page movement only flows within a plane without using any channel (i.e., “copyback” [2]). Sample results are shown in Figure 6a. Beyond our work, recent works also show the benefits of SSD partitioning for performance isolation [11, 17, 22, 27, 37], which are done on either a simulator or a hardware platform. More partitioning schemes can also be explored with FEMU.

White-box vs. black-box mode: FEMU can be used as (1) a white-box device such as OpenChannel SSD where the device exposes physical page addresses and the FTL is managed by the OS such as in Linux LightNVM or (2) a black-box device such as commodity SSDs where the FTL resides inside FEMU and only logical addresses are exposed to the OS.

Multi-device support for flash-array research: FEMU is configurable to appear as multiple devices to the Guest OS. For example, if FEMU exposes 4 SSDs, inside FEMU there will be 4 separate NVMe instances and FTL structures (with no overlapping channels) managed in a single QEMU instance. Previous emulators (VSSIM and LightNVM’s QEMU) do not support this.

Extensible OS-SSD NVMe commands: As FEMU supports NVMe, new OS-to-SSD commands can be added (e.g., for host-aware SSD management or split-level architecture [31]). For example, currently in LightNVM, a GC operation reads valid pages from OC to the host DRAM and then writes them back to OC. This wastes host-SSD PCIe bandwidth; LightNVM foreground throughput drops by 50% under a GC. Our conversation with LightNVM developers suggests that one can add a new “pageMove fromAddr toAddr” NVMe command from the OS to FEMU/OC such that the data movement does not cross the PCIe interface. As mentioned earlier, split-level architecture is trending [12, 20, 29, 40, 44] and our NVMe-powered FEMU can be extended to support more commands such as transactions, deduplication, and multi-stream.

Page-level latency variability: As discussed before (§3.2), FEMU supports page-level latency variability. Among SSD engineers, it is known that “not all chips are equal.” High quality chips are mixed with lesser quality chips as long as the overall quality passes the standard. Bad chips can induce more error rates that require longer, repeated reads with different voltages. FEMU can also be extended to emulate such delays.

Distributed SSDs: Multiple instances of FEMU can be easily deployed across multiple machines (as simple as running Linux hypervisor KVMs), which promotes more large-scale SSD research. For example, we are also able to evaluate the performance of Hadoop’s word-count workload on a cluster of machines running FEMU, but with different GC schemes as shown in Figure 6b. Since HDFS uses large I/Os, which will eventually be striped across many channels/planes, there is a smaller performance gap between channel and plane blocking. We hope FEMU can spur more work that modifies the SSD layer to speed up distributed computing frameworks (e.g., distributed graph processing frameworks).

Page-level fault injection: Beyond performance-related research, flash reliability research [26, 33] can leverage FEMU as well (e.g., by injecting page-level corruptions and faults and observing how the high-level software stack reacts).

Limitations: FEMU is DRAM-backed, hence cannot emulate large-capacity SSDs. Furthermore, for crash consistency research, FEMU users must manually emulate “soft” crashes as hard reboots will wipe out the data in the DRAM. Also, as mentioned before (§3.2), there is room for improving accuracy.

4 Conclusion & Acknowledgments

As modern SSD internals are becoming more complex, their implications to the entire storage stack should be investigated. In this context, we believe FEMU is a fitting research platform. We hope that our cheap and extensible FEMU can speed up future SSD research.
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